Expectation Propagation (Minka, 2001 ) is a widely successful algorithm for variational inference. EP is an iterative algorithm that can be used to approximate complicated distributions, most often posterior distributions arising in Bayesian settings. Its most typical use is to find a Gaussian approximation to posterior distributions, and in many applications of this type, EP performs extremely well. Surprisingly, despite its widespread use, there are very few theoretical guarantees on Gaussian EP.
Introduction
Current practice in Bayesian statistics favors MCMC methods, but so-called variational approximations are gaining traction. In machine learning, where time constraints are primary, they have long been the favored method for Bayesian inference (Bishop, 2007) . Variational methods provide fast, deterministic approximations to arbitrary distributions. Examples include mean-field methods (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) , INLA (Rue et al., 2009) , and Expectation Propagation (EP).
EP was introduced in Minka (2001) and has proved to be one of the most durably popular methods in Bayesian machine learning. It gives excellent results in important applications like Gaussian process classification (Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005; Nickisch and Rasmussen, 2008) and has been used in a wide range of applications (e.g., Jylänki et al. 2014 Jylänki et al. , 2011 Gehre and Jin 2013; Ridgway et al. 2014 ) . Recently EP has been shown to work very well in certain difficult likelihood-free settings (Barthelmé and Chopin, 2013) , and has even been advocated as a generic form of inference in large-data problems (Gelman et al., 2014) , since EP is easy to parallelize Most of the work on EP is applied in nature, and focuses on making the method work well in various settings. Why and when the method should work remains somewhat of a mystery, and in this work we aim to make progress in that direction. A few theoretical results are available when the approximating family is a discrete distribution, in which case EP is equivalent to belief propagation, a well-studied algorithm (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) . The typical case in Bayesian inference is to use multivariate Gaussians as the approximating family, very little is known about that case: Ribeiro and Opper (2011) study a limit of EP for neural network models (the limit of infinitely many weights) and Titterington (2011) gives partial results on mixture models in the large-data limit. Despite these efforts, two aspects of EP's behavior have remained elusive: its dynamical behavior (does the EP iteration converge on a fixed dataset?) and its large-data behavior (do fixed points of the iteration converge to the target distribution in the limit of infinite data?). In this work we settle the second question -Gaussian EP is exact in the large-data limit -and make progress on the first. Specifically, we show that EP behaves in this limit like the Newton algorithm (Nocedal and Wright, 2006) , which allows us to prove both that EP is exact and to gain insight into its dynamical behavior. We also obtain the surprising result that power-EP, a variant of EP for "difficult" posteriors (Minka, 2004) , is asymptotically equivalent to Newton's method targeting a Gaussian smoothing of the log-posterior.
The road to our main result is not entirely straightforward and we will need intermediate steps. For simplicity we focus on EP under a parallel update schedule, as used for example in Jylänki et al. (2011) and Cseke and Heskes (2011) . As we shall explain, the tools we develop extend to the original sequential algorithm and in any case the fixed points are the same regardless of the update schedule. The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 1 gives a quick introduction to EP and introduces a simpler variant which we call averaged-EP (aEP). aEP is mathematically simpler than EP, and the two algorithms are asymptotically equivalent. Section 2 motivates aEP from another viewpoint: we show that aEP is actually an approximate tempering algorithm, a viewpoint useful for gaining insight into EP's behavior. Section 3 reviews generic numerical tools for finding fixed points, as applied to aEP. Section 4 contains our main theoretical results on the large-data limit. Section 5 highlights some intuitions that can be derived from this limit behavior about the instability of EP, or its behavior on multimodal distributions. Section 6 highlights some practical consequences of our results, for example on EP's behavior on multimodal distributions. Finally, section 7 discusses limitations of our results and gives directions for future work.
Notation and background
Vectors are in bold, matrices are in bold and capitalized. Given a multivariate function f (θ), we note f its gradient and f its Hessian, the matrix of the second derivatives. Univariate Gaussian distributions will be represented as N (x|µ, v) ∝ exp − 1 2v (x − µ) 2 , although occasionally the exponential parameters β = v −1 , r = βµ will be used: N (x|r, β) ∝ exp − 1 2 βx 2 + rx . Table 1 provides a lexicon for EP and a summary of the notation.
Variational approximations and the Newton algorithm
Variational inference methods aim to find a tractable approximation q(θ) to a complicated density p(θ), solving:
where Q denotes some set of tractable distributions and D is a divergence measure. Depending on the choice of divergence measure and approximation, one can derive various variational algorithms. Most methods are iterative and so produce a sequence of approximations q 1 , . . . , q T that should hopefully tend to a locally optimal approximation.
One of our key results will be to prove that, in the large data-limit, EP behaves like the Newton algorithm (NT, see e.g. Nocedal and Wright, 2006 for an introduction). NT aims to find a mode of a target probability distribution p(x) through an iterative procedure. We present here the one-dimensional version. Once initialized at a point µ 1 , a sequence of points (µ t ) is constructed with:
This iteration can be viewed as a gradient descent with a Hessian correction. It can also be viewed as approximating log(p) as its second degree Taylor expansion around µ t , and then setting µ t+1 as the extremum of that polynomial.
With a slight modification we can restate the Newton algorithm as a variational algorithm iterating on Gaussian approximations of p, which makes it a direct competitor to EP. Starting from an arbitrary Gaussian g 1 , with mean µ 1 , we construct a sequence of Gaussian approximations (g t ) through iterating the following steps:
• Compute r t+1 = −∇ log(p(µ t )) and β t+1 = ∇∇ log(p(µ t ))
• Compute g t+1 ∝ exp(r t+1 (x − µ t ) − β t+1
): a Gaussian with natural parameters r t+1 and β t+1
• Compute the mean of g t+1 : µ t+1 = µ t − [∇∇ log(p(µ t ))] −1 ∇ log(p(µ t ))
With this change, the fixed point of NT is now the Gaussian distribution N (x|x M AP , [∇∇ log(p(x M AP ))] −1 ) centered at x M AP , the maximum a-posteriori value or mode of p, and with precision the Hessian of log(p) at x M AP . The fixed point of NT is the canonical Gaussian approximation at the mode of p, also sometimes referred to as the "Laplace" approximation (which is erroneous as the Laplace approximation actually refers to approximating integrals and not probability distributions).
The Newton algorithm has fast convergence when it is initialized close to a mode of p. Technically, it has quadratic convergence:
2 . That is only true in a neighborhood of the mode, however. The basic version of the iteration, which we presented here, doesn't generally converge for all starting points µ 1 .
Log-concave distributions and the Brascamp-Lieb theorem
Our theoretical results depend on a very powerful theorem on log-concave probability distributions, called the BrascampLieb theorem (Saumard and Wellner, 2014) . Let LC(θ) ∝ exp(−φ(θ)) be a strongly log-concave distribution: φ (θ) ≥ B m , then the variance of any statistic f (θ) is bounded according to:
The distribution we wish to approximate:
An exponential-family distribution with the same factor structure as p(θ),
"Site" or "factor" A factor l i (θ) in the target distribution Site approximation A factor f i (θ) in the approximation Cavity prior
The approximate distribution with site i taken out, i.e.
The product of a cavity prior and a true site, i.e..
An artificial refactorization where each site is taken to the power 1/k: Table 1 : An EP lexicon
We use this result in the particular case f (θ) = θ from which we learn that:
This upper bound on the variance will be critical to our results.
From classic EP to averaged-EP (aEP)
Classic EP
In this section we introduce EP in the exponential-family notation used by Seeger (2005) , because it is neat, generic and compact. EP has been introduced from a variety of viewpoints, and the versions given in Minka (2005); Seeger (2005) ; Bishop (2007) ; Raymond et al. (2014) are all potentially useful. Following Minka (2005) , given a target distribution p(x), EP aims to solve
where Q is an approximating family. Here we will focus on the Gaussian case but other exponential families may be used (for example, the Gaussian-Wishart family is used in Paquet et al., 2009) .
A central aspect of EP is that it relies on a factorization of p, i.e. that the posterior decomposes into a product of terms:
where usually one of the term corresponds to the prior and the others are likelihood terms. The decomposition is non-unique and the performance and feasibility of EP depend on the factorization one picks. The approximation has the same factor structure:
Following Seeger, we call the l i 's sites and the corresponding f i 's site approximations. The site approximations have exponential-family form (e.g., Gaussian) Algorithm 1 Classic EP in exponential family form Loop until convergence For i in 1 . . . n 1. Compute "cavity" parameter λ −i ← λ s − λ i
Form hybrid distribution and compute its moments
Algorithm 2 Parallel EP Loop until convergence 1. Process all hybrids: for i in 1 . . . n
where λ s = λ i . λ s represents the so-called natural parameters for the approximation, and we note
the expectation parameters. A well known result for exponential families shows that the global solution of problem (3) is a moment-matching solution:
In the Gaussian case, what this means is that the best approximation of p according to KL divergence is a Gaussian with the same mean and covariance. Of course directly computing the mean and covariance of p is intractable, and so EP tries to get there by successive refinements of an approximation.
Specifically, EP tries to improve the approximation sequentially by introducing hybrid distributions which interpolate between the current approximation and the true posterior. A hybrid distribution h i contains one site from the true posterior, but all the rest come from the approximation:
Hybrids should be tractable, meaning that one should be able to compute their moments quickly. Note that in exponential-family notation:
EP improves the approximation sequentially by (a) picking a site i (b) computing the moments of the hybrid h i and (c) setting λ s such that the moments of q match the moments of the hybrid.
Classic EP (alg. 1) loops over the sites sequentially.
A parallel variant forms all the hybrids at once, looping several times over the whole dataset (alg. 2). 
Averaged EP
We introduce a simpler variant of EP with a drastically reduced parameter set: namely, we get rid of all site-specific parameters λ i and keep only global parameters λ s . The resulting algorithm is much simpler to analyze and has an elegant interpretation as an approximation to a fixed-point representation of the true distribution. Our variant is highly straightforward, and follows from setting λ i = 1 n λ s for all i. Proceeding step-by-step from alg. 2 we begin with the cavity parameter, which becomes λ c = λ s − 1 n λ s = n−1 n λ s independent of i. We use the cavity parameter to form hybrid distributions just as before:
The moments of the hybrids are again noted η i , and inserting the local updates into the update for the global parameter we get:
We can simplify further by examining the fixed point of this update rule:
where the hybrid moments η i depend implicitly on λ s . The following averaging rule shares the same fixed points:
and that is the rule that gives averaged-EP (aEP) its name. The resulting method is given in alg. 3 but can be summarized in a few words. To improve an exponential-family approximation aEP begins by forming n hybrids of the approximation and the true posterior, it computes their moments, transforms the moments into natural parameters via ψ −1 , and sets the new natural parameters of the approximation to the average of that of the hybrids.
Analysis of aEP

Derivation of aEP as approximate tempering
We derived aEP above by approximating the update equations of parallel EP. There is an alternative, direct derivation that gives a view of aEP as an approximation to a fixed-point iteration that yields the true posterior. Tempering is a very common technique to iteratively refine an approximation to a probability distribution, for example in a Sequential Monte Carlo or population MCMC setting (Jasra et al., 2007) . Tempering introduces a "geometric path" between an initial crude approximation q 0 and the target distribution p, a family of distributions that interpolate between the two endpoints:
In SMC the point of introducing a geometric path is to start with something tractable (γ small) and to introduce difficulties gradually. What we will now show is that aEP can be understood in a sense as following an approximate projection of the geometric path onto the approximating family.
We define an iteration on the space of probability densities via
We note A : P → P the operator that takes q t to q t+1 , with P some appropriate space of densities. Starting from q 0 , all iterates q t are on the geometric path defined by ( (9)). The target distribution is evidently a fixed point of A in P, and the sequence q 0 , Aq 0 , A 2 q . . . , A T q tends to the target in large T . We will see that aEP corresponds to a particular approximation of the operator A (for a particular value of α). To show how the approximation arises we first need to split the operator A into two separate steps: we will see that applying A is equivalent to 1. Forming n hybrid distributions from the current approximation q t 2. Averaging the hybrids (using a harmonic mean).
Step 1 involves hybridization maps:
The hybridization maps form hybrids between the current distribution q t and the target by introducing a likelihood site, in a manner analogous to how hybrids are formed in EP. The output of Step 1 is the n hybrids H 1 q t , . . . , H n q t .
In
Step 2 we form the next distribution q t+1 by taking the harmonic mean of the hybrids. We note M l (p 1 , . . . , p n ) : P n → P the harmonic mean operator on p.d.f.'s:
. . , p n ) belongs to the same exponential family and has natural parameters λ = 1 n λ i .
Theorem 2. The tempering operator A with rate α = 1 n can be decomposed as A(q) = M l (H 1 q, . . . , H n q). Proof. Expanding and evaluating point-wise yields
which corresponds to applying A with rate α = 1 n . In aEP, we restrict ourselves to a particular exponential family. In light of the above result, and bearing Remark 1 in mind, the correspondence between aEP and tempering follows easily. We need to introduce another operator, G, which projects a distribution p ∈ P onto our approximating family Q:
Remark 3. The projection by G is moment-matching, i.e. Gp is such that E (t (x)) Gp = E (t (x)) p for the set of sufficient statistics t.
Corollary 4. An iteration of aEP (alg. 3) corresponds to applying an approximationÃ of the operator A, wherẽ
and the approximation becomes exact if all the hybrids are in the approximating family Q Proof. First note that if q ∈ Q has natural parameters λ, then for α ∈]0, 1] q α is also in Q (although possibly degenerate), with natural parameters αλ. Therefore the hybrids:
used in aEP correspond exactly to H 1 q, . . . , H n q. The next step is to approximate the hybrids, and by Remark 3 G · H i q has natural parameters ψ −1 (η i ), where η i are the moments of the hybrid. Finally, from Remark 1 the operator M l applied to exponential family distributions simply averages natural parameters, which corresponds to the aEP update equation.
Importantly, our derivation of aEP as approximate tempering shows that whatever approximation takes place in aEP, it takes place when hybrid distributions are approximated as Gaussians. The averaging step itself is exact, and so we might expect aEP to be exact in the limit where hybrids turn into Gaussians. The convergence proof we give below does not quite work this way, but the intuition provided in this section is nonetheless useful.
3 The search for fixed points of EP One aspect of EP that has remained very resistant to theoretical analysis is the fixed-sample convergence (or lack thereof) of the iteration (see Jylänki et al., 2011 for an overview of the literature). The iterations given in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 often converge without problems, but in some cases convergence is problematic and different solutions have been proposed. In this section we review some basic tools for analyzing fixed-point iterations and numerical methods that ensure convergence to a fixed point. Basic analysis suggests that parallel EP uses an "optimistic" step-size and that slower, possibly adaptive, step sizes may be more prudent. We will see in section 6 that asymptotic analysis gives the same conclusions.
Three different classes of solutions have been proposed for convergence issues in EP. The simplest is to slow down the step size (Minka, 2001) . A second class of solutions uses a pseudo-"energy function" (Opper and Winther, 2005; Minka, 2005) , i.e. a function g (λ) such that ∇g = 0 at fixed points of EP. Using this formulation it is possible to derive algorithms that are provably convergent. Unfortunately, unlike classical energy functions used for example in mean-field techniques the EP "energy" is not a bound and does not have an unambiguous interpretation as an objective function to be minimized. We discuss a simpler alternative below. A third possible solution is to use "power-EP" (Minka, 2004) , essentially an artificial refactorization of the posterior, but we shall leave a discussion of that technique to subsection 4.4.
For the sake of simplicity we focus in this section on aEP, which has only one set of parameters, but the discussion carries over to standard EP. In numerical analysis the usual way of studying fixed-point mappings is as follows (Saad, 2003) : we have a parameter vector λ ∈ Λ, a mapping M : Λ → Λ, and we want to find a λ such that M (λ ) = λ . The ideal case is when M converges globally to a unique fixed point, i.e. lim T →+∞ M T λ = λ for all λ ∈ Λ, and does so quickly. If such ideal behavior cannot be guaranteed then there are many methods that ensure at least local convergence, as well as possible speed-ups (Varadhan and Roland, 2008) .
A useful viewpoint on such methods comes from optimization, as one can recast the problem into an equivalent form:
In our case λ represents the natural parameters of the aEP approximation, M (λ) is one iteration of aEP, and evaluating the objective function g(λ) = 1 2 ||λ − M (λ)|| 2 involves computing a step of aEP. Optimizing g (λ) is easier if one can compute the gradient ∇g = (I − ∇M ) · (λ − M (λ)), but in our case the Jacobian ∇M is not particularly easy to compute. At this stage we could use any derivative-free optimization algorithm on g(λ) to find fixed points of aEP with guaranteed convergence (Kolda et al., 2003) , but we can be more clever than that. Chances are, we may have partial gradient information for g. Since aEP is an approximation of a globally convergent algorithm, if we are at λ and aEP suggests moving to M (λ), then we expect aEP to at least point us in the right direction. Formally, we expect M (λ) − λ to be a direction of descent for g(λ), i.e. that:
which is guaranteed to be true if the matrix I − ∇M is positive definite (sadly, this seems hard to establish). Given a search direction all we now need to do is choose a step size, to form iterates:
In our case the step size should ensure that we make progress in decreasing g(λ), and also that we do not step beyond the constrained parameter space. In the Gaussian case this means ensuring that the precision matrix remains positivedefinite. The step size can be chosen either adaptively (using a so-called line search, Nocedal and Wright, 2006) or it can be fixed in advance, but in any case it would be nice to have at least a plausible range from which to choose.
Further analysis of aEP shows that γ t should be between 1 and n, where a step size of 1 yields a safe-but-slow algorithm 1 and a step size of n gives an algorithm that converges in one step if the approximation is exact (all the sites are Gaussian), and is therefore optimistic.
In the exact case, all sites are of the form
t (x) and the unique fixed point of aEP equals λ = λ i . The mapping is linear with value M (λ) = αλ + (1 − α) λ , with α = n−1 n as before. Iteration (10) becomes:
Some easy calculations show that with a fixed step size γ the iterates will converge at the following speed:
With a constant step size of γ t = 1 convergence becomes very slow for large n whereas the optimistic step size γ = n ensures convergence in one step in the exact case. It turns out that with γ = n aEP is asymptotically equivalent to Newton with unit step size, making it a very natural choice of step size. In the remainder of the paper we will therefore focus on aEP with γ = n, but we return to issues of stability and step sizes in section 5.2.
EP and aEP are asymptotically exact
In this section, we investigate the behavior of EP when it is applied to the case of approximating a posterior distribution. We will focus on the limit of a large number of independent observations from the same process. We show that, in this limit, the EP and aEP algorithms are similar, in that their updates converge towards one another, and that they both converge towards a Newton search of a mode of the target posterior distribution. This enables us to show that the fixed points of EP and aEP converge to the classical Gaussian approximation around the mode of the target distribution (also known as the Laplace approximation). Because of the Bernstein-von Mises theorem, this approximation converges to the true distribution and we thus have that EP and aEP are exact. The conditions which we need to ensure this convergence are quite restrictive but it is useful to keep in mind that EP behaves approximately like Newton as this can be used to build intuitions of the behavior of EP which can then be checked in simulations. In this section, we will present the mathematical results that prove this limit behavior of EP. In the next section, we present some intuitions that can be obtained from this limit behavior.
For simplicity reasons, we present in the main text the unidimensional case. The extension to the high-dimensional case is performed in the demonstrations in the appendix. We will note β the precision matrix natural parameter of the Gaussian family, and r = E(x) var the second natural parameter. We will note {r i , β i } the parameters of the approximation of site i, i.e.:
2 ). We will sometimes also condition Gaussian distributions on their precision matrix β and their mean µ.
Posterior distributions in the large-data limit
As an introduction, let's recall some results on the limit behavior of p in the large-data limit. In the same way that the sum of a large number of independent variables converges to a Gaussian, a posterior conditioned on a large amount of independent observations also converges to a Gaussian, under some regularity conditions. Results proving such convergence of posteriors are usually referred to as Bernstein-von Mises theorems (DasGupta, 2008) .
A strong form of this theorem proves that (even under misspecification, Kleijn et al., 2012) p converges in total variation to a normal distribution centered at x M AP , the maximum a-posteriori estimate of x, with variance H −1 M AP , where H M AP is the Hessian of log(p(x M AP )) . This justifies the use of the classical Gaussian approximation at the mode:
M AP ), as it is asymptotically exact. We will sometimes refer to this approximation as the "Laplace" approximation, though that is slightly abusive as the true Laplace approximation concerns approximating the integral:
p and not the probability density p(x).
A slightly weaker version of this result tells us how sharp we should expect p(x) to be around its mode. If we derived our posterior p(x) from n observations of a process providing us with Fisher Information I F then we can prove that
−1 ). This shows that the inverse variance (or precision) of p grows approximately linearly with the number of observations.
We will show that the fixed point of EP converges to N (x|x M AP , H −1 M AP ) in the large-data limit. Because of the limit behavior of p(x), this will show that p(x) converges to the fixed point of EP.
Limit behavior of EP
Two lemmas
First, we derive a lemma showing that, when all sites are strongly log-concave, the precision contributed by each site is lower bounded.
Lemma 5. Assume that all sites are strongly log-concave with a shared minimum curvature: ∀i,
The precision contributed by each site is then lower bounded too: β i ≥ β m . The precision parameter of the approximation of the target distribution is then lower bounded by nβ m , with n the number of sites.
Proof. Consider the hybrid distribution: h(x) ∝ N (x|r −i , β −i )l i (x), where N (x|r −i , β −i ) is the cavity prior: a Gaussian distribution with natural parameters r −i and β −i .
So h is strongly log-concave. The Brascamp-Lieb inequality applies to any log-concave distribution and gives a higher-bound for the variance of any statistic s(x):
We apply this bound to var h (x), giving:
Thus:
Since the precision of the approximation is the sum of the β i , we thus have:
This demonstration is trivially generalized to the high-dimensional case, where the Brascamp-Lieb theorem also applies.
Remark 6. Two small remarks on this lemma. First, note that our demonstration still applies to β m ≤ 0 as long as β −i + β m ≥ 0 so that we can apply the Brascamp-Lieb theorem. Second, if the curvature is also upper-bounded, then, by applying the Cramer-Rao inequality, we can show that β i is also upper-bounded. Thus, any bounds on φ i (x) are also in effect on β i , at least as long as the hybrid is log-concave.
Lemma 5 shows that, when we apply EP to a large number of strongly log-concave sites, the precision parameter of the approximation grows to infinity at least linearly in the number of sites. Consequently, the precision of the cavity distributions will also grow linearly. This is critical, as it means that a large number of values of the cavity precision are unattainable by the algorithm with strongly log-concave sites. When we show that EP and aEP converge to a simpler algorithm, this will only be true for values of the precision that are "reachable" according to this lemma.
Our next lemma shows that the site-approximation f i has a limit when the cavity precision tends to infinity. More precisely, note µ 0 = r0 β0 the mean of the starting approximation. The cavity distribution for site i will also be almost centered at µ 0 . Indeed, q −i = exp(−β −i In the lemma, we consider the limit where β −i in the preceding formula goes to ∞ while other parameters stay constant.
Lemma 7. Limit behavior of the site update.
Consider the hybrid distribution:
Assume that l i is strongly log-concave:
i || ∞ ≤ K 3 and ||φ
As β → ∞, the natural parameters of the site approximation converge:
Remark 8. This whole lemma would be simpler if we considered an alternative parametrization centered at µ 0 . The cavity distribution would then be
wouldn't have a term that depends on β i .
Also note that the size of
) controls the convergence speed: the closer µ 0 is to the mode of h i , the faster the convergence. These formulas can be seen as a further expansion of β new i ≈ φ i (m) where m is the mode of the hybrid distribution. The problem with that formulation is that m depends on β.
The other key parameters that control convergence speed are K 2, K 3 , K 4 : if these parameters are small, then, locally, φ(x) is very similar to a second degree polynomial, which of course makes the convergence of the approximation faster.
Proof. In appendix
This lemma has a straightforward interpretation. By seeking a Gaussian approximation of l i we are effectively fitting a second degree polynomial to log(l i ), though our objective function is not easily expressed in those terms. The cavity prior tells us what places are important for the fit. As β grows, the cavity prior "zooms in" around µ 0 . The best fit of log(l i ) then becomes the second degree Taylor expansion around µ 0 (see Figure 1) . If r new i , β new i all take exactly their limit values, then the natural parameters of the next approximation are r new = −φ p (µ 0 ) + φ p (µ 0 )µ 0 and β new = φ p (µ 0 ), and we recognize the Newton (NT) algorithm for approximation of p that we presented in our introduction.
Convergence of EP → aEP → N T
Let's now show the convergence of EP → aEP → N T . We will prove that, for inputs which respect Lemma 5 in that all β i ≥ β m , the distributions outputted by each algorithm converge towards one another. This is not to be confused with a stronger convergence which would be the convergence of the sequences of distributions outputted by each algorithm when starting from the same distribution g 0 . However, this will still be enough to prove that the fixed points converge to one another.
Theorem 9. Convergence of EP towards aEP.
Assume that all l i are strongly log-concave:
Then, as the number of sites grows, the results of one step of EP and of one step of aEP converge towards one another. More precisely, if starting from global approximation q 0 (x) = N (x|µ 0 , β 0 ), decomposed into site approximations: f i ∝ exp(− βi 2 x 2 + r i x), such that β i ≥ β m , then the EP and aEP approximations, q EP = N (x|µ EP , β EP ) and q aEP = N (x|µ aEP , β aEP ), at the next step verify: We computed the EP site approximation of the target distribution p with cavity distributions centered at 0 with various values of the precision β. We represent the log of the target distribution (black) and the log approximation for β = [0.01; 0.05; 0.3; 2] (blue, green, red, cyan). For low β, the log site approximation apparently matches the global shape of the log target. As β increases, the log site approximation converges towards the Taylor expansion around 0. Note how Lemma 7 still predicts the limit behavior of the site approximation, even though the target distribution isn't log-concave, because the hybrid distribution becomes log-concave for sufficiently large β.
Proof. First of all, observe that
Thus, for site i, in the EP algorithm the cavity r-parameter is:
For aEP updates, ∀i, r −i = n−1 n β 0 µ 0 = β −i µ 0 + 0. Consider the bounds offered by lemma 7. Using the fact that β −i + φ i (e) ≥ nβ m , and our first two remarks, they can be simplified into:
We simply sum these to find that:
Since, β aEP ≥ nβ m , we have the result for the relative difference of the precisions. For the difference of the means:
where we have used β EP ≥ nβ m and β aEP ≥ nβ m .
Remark 10. This is a minimal proof of the convergence of EP to aEP, that doesn't highlight that this convergence is actually stronger than the one of aEP to NT (next theorem). It is possible to go further and to bound more tightly the distance between the results of one step of aEP and one step of EP.
Theorem 11. Convergence of aEP to NT. Assume that all l i are strongly log-concave:
Then, as the number of sites grows, the results of one step of aEP and of one step of NT converges towards one another. More precisely, if starting from approximation q 0 (x) = N (x|µ 0 , β 0 ) then the aEP-approximation at the next step, q 1 (x) = N (x|u 1 , β 1 ) is such that:
Proof. The site approximations at the next step are bounded by lemma 7:
Where we have used the fact that β −i + φ i (e) ≥ nβ m . As in the previous demonstration, we simply sum these and find the claimed result.
This theorem provides us with the limit behavior of the EP and aEP algorithms when the number of sites tends to infinity: they both behave like a Newton search for a mode of the distribution. This is critical, as these two algorithms inherit key properties from this limit behavior. Most important is the fact that the fixed points distributions of aEP and EP converge to fixed points of NT.
This result is easy to understand intuitively. For points that are far away from a fixed point of NT, the NT-iteration causes a massive displacement. The EP-iteration, being only a small error away from the NT-update also results in a massive displacement. Fixed points of EP can thus only be found in a small region around fixed points of NT.
Corollary 12. Convergence of fixed points.
With the same hypothesis as theorem 11, and with the additional hypothesis that there exists a bound B and neighborhood
• There exits n 1 such that , if n ≥ n 1 , there is, at least, one fixed point of aEP in I 0
• Noting q * aEP (x) = N (x|µ aEP , β aEP ) one such fixed point and q * N T (x) = N (x|µ N T , β N T ) the fixed point of NT, then they converge towards one another in large n:
Proof. Let q 0 = N (x|µ 0 , β 0 ) where µ 0 ∈ I 0 and β 0 ≥ nβ m . Let q 1 = N (x|µ 1 , β 1 ) be the result of one step of aEP.
where k 1 is some constant, which bounds the error for n ≥ n 0 . The NT algorithm is quadratically contractive when close enough to its fixed point. The classical result is that:
. From the previous equation, the NT algorithm is linearly contractive with constant 0.5 inside I.
Assume, without loss of generality, that I ⊂ I 0 (if that is not the case, just reduce ∆ until it is). Let n 1 such that: n 1 ≥ n0 and kBn
If n ≥ n 1 , we will prove that aEP has at least one fixed in I. Indeed, we then have that |µ 1 − N T (µ 0 )| ≤ kBn −1 1 so:
At the same time, β 1 ≥ nβ m and there is a constant k 2 such that:
Whenever n ≥ n 1 , EP thus maps the compact I × [nβ m , max µ 0∈I φ p (µ 0 )(1 + k 2 Bn −1 )] onto itself. By the Brouwer fixed-point theorem, EP admits at least one fixed point in this compact.
Furthermore, for n ≥ n 1 , define
] onto itself which limits where the fixed points can be. This gives us the bound on the distance between the aEP fixed point(s) and the NT fixed point.
This demonstration is trivially extended to high-dimensions.
In the limit of a large amount of data, the Bernstein-von Mises theorem gives us that p(x) converges towards a Gaussian centered at its mode, and with variance the inverse Hessian of log(p(x)) at the mode, which is exactly the fixed point of NT when viewed as operating on probability distributions (see introduction). From this and the preceding corollary, we can finally conclude that, in this limit of large-data, the fixed point distributions of EP and aEP converge to the target distribution p, meaning that both these algorithms are exact.
Corollary 13. Correctness of EP and aEP in the large-data limit.
With the same hypothesis as corollary 12, the fixed-point probability distributions of EP and aEP: q * aEP and q * EP converge to the target p in the large n limit.
This final result gives us a limited theoretical justification in using EP-like algorithms to tackle variational inference problems, besides the growing amount of empirical evidence showing the excellent performance of EP algorithms. From this, we can guarantee that the result of applying EP to a variational problem will be as good as the classical Gaussian approximation at the mode.
Convergence of EP from a Bernstein-von Mises result
We have just shown that, in the limit of large data, EP has simple behavior and that it is asymptotically exact, when applied on sites that are all log-concave. This result derives from the fact that, in the large data-limit, the target posterior p(x) converges towards a Gaussian, because of the Bernstein-von Mises theorem. In this section, we show that, whenever we can apply the Bernstein-von Mises theorem, and with a few additional constraints, EP is found to behave like NT in a close neighborhood around the mode of the target distribution. In particular, we once again recover fixed point convergence.
We will characterize the fact that there is a Bernstein-von Mises result on the inference problem we consider by assuming that the log-curvature of the target distribution at its mode grows (at least) linearly in n the number of sites, while the third log-derivative of the target distribution grows at most linearly. One then easily finds out that the target distribution converges to a Gaussian. We will furthermore require some control on the individual sites f i , namely that no-site has an extraordinarily negative log-curvature, or an abnormally large first log-derivative, in a small region around the target mode. Theorem 14. Let p(x) ∝ exp (−φ(x)) be a target posterior distribution, derived from observing n data-points. We decompose p(x) into sites corresponding to the likelihoods of each observation: p(x) = l i (x) = exp (−φ i (x)). Further assume that p(x) is close to a Gaussian in that:
• p(x) has only one mode at m
• In a neighborhood I 0 of m:
and assume that the sites are such that, in I 0 :
Then the distance between one step of aEP and one step of NT can be bounded, when applied to a starting point q 0 = N (x|µ 0 , β 0 ) with µ 0 ∈ I 0 and β 0 = φ (m) + ≥ nβ m + . Furthermore, there exists n 0 such that ∀n ≥ n 0 , there is at least one fixed point of EP in I 0 , and the distance between the fixed point and the Gaussian approximation at the mode converges to 0.
Proof. This result is almost identical to all our previous results and we only sketch a proof. . From lemma 7, we can bound the site approximations, using the fact that each hybrid is n−1 n β 0 − β M -strongly logconcave and the B-bound:
Summing those, we compute the natural parameters of the next approximation:
and we have indeed that the result of one step of aEP is almost equal to the result of one step of NT starting from µ 0 . With further work on the previous formula, we get an equivalent of the demonstration for corollary 12: for n ≥ n 0 , a neighborhood of the mode is mapped onto itself. By the Brouwer fixed-point theorem, there is at least one fixed point of aEP in this compact. The size of the compact tends to 0, which proves the convergence of the fixed-point of aEP to the Gaussian approximation at the mode.
Convergence of power EP to NT
We have just proved that in the large-data limit EP → N T . There are other interesting cases in which this convergence happens. The general intuition is that EP ≈ N T whenever, in all hybrids, the site contribution is negligible when compared to the contribution of the cavity prior. In the large-data limit, as the number of sites grows, the cavity distribution precision also grows and its relative strength increases, to the point where all hybrids are dominated by the cavity.
Another interesting example of this behavior is exemplified in a variant of EP called power-EP. The idea behind power-EP is to reduce the "strength" of each site by dividing it into k sites. In practice, for each original site l i , we define k new sites l i,j = l
Power-EP doesn't modify the target distribution: the product of the kN sites is still the original target p. The asymptote where k → ∞ is also one where the iteration converges towards the NT iteration. There is a twist though: the function for which the NT algorithm is performed is not log(p) but a smoothed out version:ψ p = log(p) ⊗ exp(− β0 2 x 2 ), where β 0 is the starting precision (and ⊗ represents the convolution). Note that as β 0 grows, ψ p → φ p . For simplicity's sake, we formulate the following theorem for average-power EP but it is also true for conventional power-EP.
Theorem 15. Convergence of power-aEP to NT
Further assume that φ i is slow changing in the sense that ||φ i || ∞ ≤ K 2 , ||φ 
2 ), are such that:
Proof. In appendix.
This result sheds some light as to why power EP is empirically found to be more stable than EP algorithms: the alternative target distribution is a smoothed out version of the true target, which makes it more regular. More regular target functions likely lead to the Newton algorithm being more stable.
This variant of the NT algorithm is reminiscent of "continuation" variants, in which one considers a range of intermediate target functions between the true target function, and a simple target function (eg: a second degree polynomial). The NT algorithm on each intermediate target is initialized at the fixed point for the preceding target, which hopefully is in the neighborhood for which the NT algorithm is well-behaved. For example, one might do a parametric linear interpolation with parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]:
Closer to the approximate NT algorithm considered in this section, we could also start from a version of φ hard that has undergone extreme Gaussian smoothing, and end up with the target distribution being convolved by a Dirac function:
As λ → ∞, ψ λ → φ hard . This approach has, for example, been performed in Wu (1996) . The big difference is that, in this continuation approach, one would have λ grow to infinity, in order to find the fixed point of the NT iteration on φ hard , whereas in this NT-like method that describes the limit behavior of EP, we instead take the smoothing parameter at a given time step t to be λ = β t which varies from step to step, but never diverges.
Consequences following from EP → N T
In the previous section, we gave a proof that, in the limit of large-data, EP behaves like a Newton search for the mode of the target distribution. In this section, we highlight some results that can be obtained as a corollary from that limit behavior.
Sequential vs parallel EP
Using the tools of the previous section it is not too hard to see that, while parallel-EP will resemble NT in large n, sequential-EP will resemble a stochastic average gradient algorithm (Schmidt et al., 2013) . The original stochasticgradient algorithm (also called Robbins-Monroe procedure) is a classic tool of stochastic optimization. Applied to the problem of minimizing f (x) = n i=1 φ i (x), the stochastic gradient algorithm will iterate the steps
until convergence (looping over the data if necessary). Compared to a standard gradient algorithm, stochastic gradient uses only one term in the sum at each step, in a manner analogous to sequential EP. In an statistical estimation context, this means that only one datapoint is used at each iteration, instead of the whole dataset.
SG algorithms can suffer from poor scaling of the objective function and often lack in robustness. Recent versions of SG algorithms (Schmidt et al., 2013) use second-order derivative information (reducing scaling problems) and various forms of averaging for faster, more robust convergence. Essentially, one now keeps running estimates of the gradient and Hessian of f , for example in this simple variant:
Based on the results of section 4 it is clear that sequential EP will tend to perform the above iterations in large n, with some obvious modifications to accommodate several passes over the data. SG algorithms are known to perform better than batch methods in terms of how many complete passes over the data are necessary to reach a neighborhood of the optimum (Bottou and Bousquet, 2007) . It is likely that EP inherits this property, although at this stage this is just a conjecture on our part.
Instability of the EP iteration
The Newton algorithm (NT) is a good tool in finding a mode of a target distribution as it has fast convergence when it is initialized properly (i.e.: close enough to the mode). Generally, the basic NT iteration is not guaranteed to be stable if it is initialized in an arbitrary position. For example, applying NT to f (x) = exp(−|x| 4/3 ) always results in a divergent sequence that oscillates wildly around the fixed point at x = 0. In order to fix this problem, it is necessary to introduce a "slowed-down" version of the iteration:
where 0 ≤ γ t ≤ 1 is chosen carefully to ensure convergence. As the NT algorithm is part of the class of Generalized Gradient Descent algorithms, one solution is to chose γ t that respect the Wolfe conditions (see Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004) for extensive treatment of the convergence). Figure 2: Convergence of aEP on double-logistic sites. We evaluated the stability of the averaged-EP algorithm on five double-logistic sites and one Gaussian prior site. The aEP iteration either converged to a fixed point (red square) or to an oscillation (between the two red diamonds). The yellow background corresponds to the basin of attraction of the fixed point and the green background to that of the limit cycle. The first four steps of of the aEP iteration are presented for two initial points, one in each basin. Note how the convergence to both attractors is fast: in four steps, the iteration reaches a very close neighborhood of the attractors.
In the limit of large-data, EP behaves like NT. As a consequence, EP can also exhibit these problems of convergence when it is initialized too far away from an equilibrium. That can be true even with sites that are very regular and which seem harmless at a glance, and even if the number of sites is low and the large-data limit seems far away.
For example, we applied a parallel version of the EP algorithm to the following situation:
• five "double-logistic" sites: ∀i ∈ [1, 5], l i (x) = (1+exp(5x)) −1 (1+exp(−5x)) −1 so called because they are the product of two logistic functions. If plotted, these appear to be Gaussian at a glance, but with the important difference that they only have exponential decay in their tails.
• one Gaussian site representing a prior: l 0 (x) = exp(−x 2 /2)
In this situation, we found that the EP iteration is unstable if it is initialized too far away from the fixed point distribution, even though it could seem like only having six sites is not enough to be in the large-data limit. EP iterations initialized too far away converge to a limit cycle oscillating between two approximations that are completely wrong. Figure 2 presents the basins of attractions of the stable equilibrium and the limit cycle, and one example trajectory for each. It is possible that adaptive step-size or just slowing down the algorithm enough will solve this issue with EP and make the algorithm convergent. This observation of one cause for the EP iteration not to converge is still interesting as it gives us some hints as to why slowing down the algorithm sometimes works in improving convergence, and provides us with possible leads on how to fix the algorithm.
EP does not always fit all modes of a multimodal distribution
EP targets the task of finding the Gaussian minimizer q of the KL-divergence: KL(p|q). When the target distribution p is multimodal, the minimizer is known to spread over multiple modes as it aims to capture the variance of p and not the specific shape of any particular mode. Surprisingly, the EP-approximation of p doesn't always behave that way. Indeed, in the article that introduced EP, Minka (2001) (section 3.2, fig. 2 ) showed an example where the EP approximation only fit a single mode of a bimodal distribution.
Our results help us shed new light on this observation. We know that EP will behave somewhat similarly to NT, because our lemma 7 that controls the behavior of the site approximations will apply. The NT iteration has a fixed point at each mode of the target distribution. At each of these fixed points, there is a strong possibility that there is a corresponding mode of EP (following a similar approach to corollary 12). This would correspond to the mode capturing the EP fixed point. The stronger the curvature of log(p) around the mode, the closer we should expect the EP fixed point and mode to be. The mode capture should thus be stronger for steeper modes.
Furthermore, we also showed that, as we divide the same target distribution into more sites, EP converges towards a form of Newton (theorem 15). From that, we can guess that, if we increase the number of sites that we use to approximate the same multimodal target distribution, then that should make the mode capture stronger.
We thus have two intuitive predictions: increasing the steepness of the mode of the target distribution, or the number of sites, should result in the EP fixed point getting closer to the mode. We tested this intuitive prediction in the following Figure 3: Behavior of EP on a multimodal distribution p. We computed a fixed point of aEP on a mixture of Gaussians centered at +3 and −3, with starting approximation the Gaussian at +3. We computed a distance of the fixed point to the true minimizer d * and to the Gaussian at +3: d mode , and plotted γ = d mode d * +d mode (see main text). On the figure, Red (γ = 1) corresponds to the EP fixed point being almost equal to best Gaussian approximation of p, q * , while blue (γ = 0) corresponds to the mode q mode capturing the EP approximation. As the number of sites and the modepeakedness increases, the EP approximation switches away from q * and towards q mode . Inserts: four examples of the target distribution (black) and EP fixed point (red) for n = 1 or n = 40 and for β = 0.6 or β = 0.8. At a given precision β, the EP approximation doesn't saturate at q mode , but instead at the fixed point predicted by Theorem 15.
scenario. We chose the target distribution p(x) to be a mixture of two Gaussians, of variance 1/β, centered at -3 and 3. We then divided p(x) into n identical sites:
1/n . We initialized a parallel EP algorithm at the Gaussian centered at 3, and computed the fixed point for various values of β (controlling mode depth) and n.
When n = 1, the algorithm is really just computing the true Gaussian minimizer of KL(p|q). As n increases, the EP approximation converges to the mode centered at 3. This convergence was faster for bigger values of β for which the two modes are steeper and more separated. To quantify where a given fixed point N (x|µ aEP , β aEP ) is between the mode and true minimizer, we computed the distance:
, for both alternatives. We then used the ratio d mode d * +d mode ∈ [0, 1] to characterize each fixed point. A value of 0 for this ratio indicates that the fixed point is close to the true minimizer, while a value of 1 indicates capture of the fixed point by the mode. These results are summed up in figure  3 .
This example shows that, even for the same target distribution, the specific way in which it is separated into sites might result in the EP approximation being completely different. It is wrong to expect EP applied to a multimodal distribution to spread out over multiple modes: it might, but it might also be captured by a limited number of modes, or even only one. Using Lemma 7, it should be possible to give sufficient conditions for mode capture to happen, using a similar approach to corollary 12.
EP with strong priors
In section 4, we showed that, in the limit of large data, EP behaves like a Newton search for the mode of the distribution. Another case which exhibits the same limit behavior is when modulating the precision (inverse variance) of the prior term. It is quite straightforward to show that all results from section 4 apply, and that, as the prior precision grows to infinity, EP once again tends to NT, and in particular their fixed points converge. This might be interesting for situations when the prior term is a L2 regularization, which we are trying to optimize.
Possible extensions
The fact that EP → N T means that EP and NT could share a number of properties. We have already shown that the behavior of EP when initialized away from a fixed point and its behavior on multimodal distributions is similar to that of NT. We also offer the following open questions:
• Convergence speed of the EP iteration: NT is known for its quadratic convergence speed. Does EP also have fast convergence when close enough to a fixed point ?
• Global convergence of EP: to be globally convergent, NT needs to have an adaptive step-size that respects the Wolfe conditions. Is there a similar extension of EP with adaptive step-size that converges globally ?
Practical consequences
We have proved that, in the limit of large-data, EP converges towards NT, and, in particular, that their fixed points are close. This bears some consequences for practical use of EP which we detail in this section.
6.1 EP as an alternative to the "Laplace" approximation A common approximation in inference when dealing with complicated probability distributions is the Gaussian approximation at the mode (or "Laplace" approximation). The justification for using it is that it is asymptotically correct in the limit of large-data, as per the Bernstein-von Mises theorem (BvM). Our results (Theorems 11, 14) show that, when all sites are log-concave (in which case a BvM result applies) or in the conditions of Theorem 14 (which mimic the BvM theorem), the EP approximation is asymptotically correct, in that it converges to the target distribution. The same justification for the "Laplace" approximation can then be used for the EP approximation. This, of course, leaves open the question of which technique has the fastest convergence, which we don't settle in this article. One empirical argument for EP is the growing body of evidence showing that the EP approximation is more powerful in a number of situations.
The parallel between the two methods is even more striking when one considers, as we did in the introduction, the Newton method as iteratively improving a Gaussian approximation of p(x), and not a point estimate of the mode of p(x), in which case the fixed point of NT is the "Laplace" approximation. We have shown that the limit behavior of EP is NT, so it should not come as a surprise that the approximation provided by EP is an alternative to the approximation provided by NT, and that they are to be used in similar situations.
A conservative rule of thumb for when to use EP can then be stated: use EP in situations in which you would use the Gaussian approximation at the mode. In situations in which the posterior distribution is not expected to become Gaussian in the limit of large-data, be wary of the EP approximation.
EP on misspecified models
It is naturally important that computational statistics methods be resilient to differences between the model that generated the data and the model that is being inverted to perform the inference. It is thus notable that all results that we obtained on EP are completely independent of what the generative models of the observation is. Our results simply require that all likelihoods (l i ) be log-concave, and slowly changing. The exception is Corrolary 12 on fixed-point convergence, which further requires that the error can be bounded. EP thus always recovers the exact target distribution in the large-data limit, even if the model is completely misspecified, as long as all likelihoods respect our conditions. While a misspecified model might, of course, give slightly absurd results, EP will perform its job perfectly and give the exact absurd result you would get from exact inversion of the model.
Initialization of EP
In the large-data limit, because of Corrolary12, the fixed points of EP and NT converge. This means that we can expect the fixed points of EP to be close to the modes of the target distribution p. In practice, this means that, when applying EP to a problem for which it is expensive to compute the EP iteration, it might be beneficial, if at all possible, to start with finding the highest mode of the distribution and then run EP. Noting m that mode, this means starting from the site approximations:
). This can be viewed as running the NT algorithm (on probability distributions) to find its fixed point, and then switching to EP to refine the approximation. More generally, EP could also be applied to improve any Gaussian approximation q 0 (x), computed by any other algorithm. It's not completely obvious how to compute the initialization for the f i (x) in that case. We propose that one could use the aEP approximation in the very first step: f i (x) = q 0 (x) 1/n .
aEP as an alternative to EP
So far we have used aEP as a theoretical tool to study the asymptotics of EP, but could it hold practical interest as well? aEP is simpler than standard EP, and in particular it requires fewer matrix factorizations. In standard EP computing the covariance matrix of cavity distributions is a O nm 3 or O nm 2 operation (where m is the number of parameters), depending on the problem and the implementation. In aEP the covariance of the cavity is just n n−1 Σ, the current covariance matrix, so that forming the cavity distribution is a very cheap O m 2 operation. Depending on m aEP may be substantially faster.
Another advantage of aEP is that, due to its much smaller parameter set (O m 2 vs O nm 2 ), generic numerical tools for fixed point iterations may be used out-of-the-box (see section 3). We experimented with R package SQUAREM (Varadhan and Roland, 2008) , a set of algorithms that seek to accelerate fixed-point iterations. Our limited experimentation indicates that although SQUAREM does not always achieve speed-ups, the fact that step sizes are chosen makes aEP very robust.
On the other hand, since aEP is an asymptotic approximation of EP, we will incur a loss in performance. We ran some simulations to see how different aEP and EP are in practical examples. We picked two statistical models, Cauchy regression and probit regression. Probit regression is a well-know EP success story (Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005; Nickisch and Rasmussen, 2008) , with well-behaved, log-concave sites. Cauchy regression features non-log concave sites and posterior distributions may be multimodal.
Probit regression is the following model:
where x i is a vector of covariates, while Cauchy regression is:
in both cases inference is for the regression coefficients α. We used the standard factorization of the posterior (over likelihood sites) with hybrid moments computed numerically. The prior over α was set in both cases to α ∼ N (0, 1). The regressors x i ∈ R 4 were B-spline functions evaluated on a grid of n locations over the unit interval. Data were generated according to the model. We ran aEP and EP for 20 passes at speed γ = 0.4, since the Cauchy likelihood induced occasional convergence problems.
To measure the difference between aEP and EP, we used a relative difference in means:
which expresses how different the estimates are in units of standard deviations. Differences in estimated posterior variance was summarized by a ratio:
Both measures were averaged over the m = 4 parameters. The results are shown on fig. 4 . aEP and EP are as per Theorem 9 equivalent in large n, but the differences between the Cauchy and the probit model are notable (one order of magnitude). In the probit model aEP and EP are practically the same with just 20 datapoints, with relative differences in means reaching a maximum of 5%, whereas differences in the Cauchy model can reach 40%. With enough datapoints the differences disappear in the Cauchy model as well.
When applying aEP, one must be careful to remember that it uses the approximation that ∀i, λ i ≈ 1 N λ j . This means that if a few sites are outliers and have a very exceptional contribution to the posterior, then they might make this approximation wrong and aEP might give a very poor approximation. If applying aEP, it thus seems sensible to check the validity of the assumption at the last point of the iteration as a simple sanity check to verify the quality of the approximation.
One interesting possibility is to run aEP until it gets close to a fixed point to take advantage of the smaller amounts of computations, and then switch to the EP iteration once close enough to take advantage of the possible increased precision of the EP algorithm. (12)). Dots represent individual simulations, the continuous line connects the means.
EP on multimodal distributions
As we have shown, EP applied on multimodal distributions has the undesirable property that it might or might not be captured by a single mode. This means that one must be very careful in interpreting results of EP on target distributions that aren't certified to be unimodal. On some multimodal distributions EP fixed points only cover a subset of the modes, meaning that it provides a poor approximation for the true density. How might we correct this behavior ? One possibility to deal with this problem is to run the EP algorithm multiple times, from randomized initial points. If this process happens to uncover multiple fixed points q 1, q 2, q 3 , then one could compute a mixture distribution of all fixed points as an approximation to the true distribution. If only a single fixed point is found, then it would be slightly more likely that the EP fixed point covers all of the target density. Additional theoretical investigations on the behavior of EP on multimodal distributions are required to confirm this intuitive correction, or to uncover and justify better corrections to this case, which seems highly problematic for EP.
Conclusion
EP is an algorithm whose theoretical analysis lags far behind its empirical success. We have described in this manuscript a number of results that narrow the gap between theory and empirics, and we hope that they will provide a useful basis for future work. We have presented in this article a new derivation of EP as an approximation to tempering. This led us to propose a simpler version of EP which we called averaged-EP or aEP. aEP could be interesting as an empirical algorithm but it is certainly important as a theoretical tool for studying the asymptotics of EP. We were able to derive analytical results on EP and aEP in the classical limit of large-data. We proved that they converge towards a Newton search for a mode of the distribution. From that, we showed that the fixed point of EP converges towards the canonical Gaussian approximation at the mode ("Laplace") of the target distribution, and is thus exact in the limit of large data. Using a similar technique, we obtained a surprising result on power-EP, namely that it corresponds asymptotically to performing a Newton search on a smoothing of the target distribution.
We also obtained results on EP's dynamical behavior on fixed samples. We recast EP in the general framework of fixed-point iterations and showed that running EP with its usual step size is an "optimistic" choice. Our results on asymptotic behavior corroborate this finding, since as EP starts mimicking the NT algorithm it may share its instability. Future work should address the problem of finding efficient line-search algorithms for EP.
Critically, our theoretical guarantees on the behavior of EP are quite coarse. While we show that EP will asymptotically be no worse than the classical Gaussian approximation at the mode, we also have considerable empirical evidence that EP performs in fact considerably better than NT in finite samples. Future theoretical work on EP should aim to elucidate this finding: in finite samples, EP will differ from NT, but one should be able to prove that where it differs, it differs for the better.
For vectors (which are tensors of rank 1), this norm is exactly equal to the L 2 norm and we will simply note it || · || and omit the index in the rest of the appendix.
This induced norm has the following interesting property. Let T k be a tensor of rank k, of norm ||T k ||. Let v 1 . . . v d be some vectors with d < k. Finally, consider T r = T [v 1 . . . v d ] the "remainder" tensor we get from using T k as a type (d, k − d) tensor. What can we say about the norm of T r ? By definition:
Where we have used the definition of ||T k || in the last line. We will make use of this inequality multiple times.
Using that norm, we can define a maximum norm || · || ∞ on derivatives of a function φ:
We will use that maximum norm to condition the speed of variation of the log of sites: log(l i ), by specifying bounds on the max-norm of some derivatives.
Other notations
In the appendix, we parametrize high-dimensional Gaussians using the natural parameters r (the r-vector) and B (the precision matrix) which are the equivalent of r, β for unidimensional Gaussians:
In this appendix, we will use the big O notation O on matrices, to make the formulas more similar to the one dimensional case. We define the an expression like f (B) = g(B) + O(B −k ) to mean that the norm of the error is an O of the norm of the bracketed term:
Hybrid distribution lemma
The following lemma 16 gives a simple expression for the mean and covariance of an hybrid distribution h i that is the product of a log-concave site l i and a Gaussian cavity distribution. This cavity distribution is approximately centered at µ 0 , but for a small offset caused by parameter δr i . See the main text for a more thorough explanation for the form of the cavity distribution. This lemma will be useful in proving more advanced lemmas by keeping only the leading terms of the expressions.
Lemma 16. Consider the hybrid distribution:
. The mean and covariance of h i are:
Proof. Consider the cumulant generating function:
Its first two derivatives inform us about the mean and the variance of x under h i :
We will now compute these derivatives. 
where c is constant in t and disappears in the derivatives. From the simple expression of eq. (14), we can deduce the mean and variance of x under h i . Noting m(x) = l i (x) exp(−δr
Bounding B i According to lemma 16, we have the following expression for the covariance under the hybrid:
We will prove that this expression, when only keeping the two leading terms, is:
Inverting this expression, we will then have: Finally, for the whole term, we have:
Bound on Cov hi and B i Combining these bounds in eq. (21) In the second half of the proof, we will show that: ||e − µ 0 || = O(|φ i (µ 0 ) + δr i |B −1 ) + O(B −2 ) which gives us the claimed bound for eq. (18), which, as we explained, then gives us the bound we seek for B i .
Bounding on r i According to lemma 16, we have the following expression for the mean of the distribution:
Again, we perform a linear development around e:
E hi (φ i (x) + r i ) = φ i (e) + δr i + 0 + E hi (R 3 (x)(x − e, x − e)) where all R 3 (x) are rank 3 tensors, with norm ||R 3 (x)|| ≤ K 3 . Thus:
||E hi (R 3 (x)(x − e, x − e))|| ≤ K 3 T r(Cov hi ) = O(B −1 )
Bringing this result back to the expression for the mean, we have: 
Using this result we conclude the demonstration for the expression of B i . We will also use it for r i . Coming back to eq. (26), we can rewrite its left side to make Cov 
where we have used the fact that: Cov −1 hi = B + φ i (e) + O(B −1 ) (eq. (19), which is now completely proved, since eq. (27)).
The errors in eq. (28) which concludes our proof.
Limit of power-EP
Theorem 18 below is the high-dimensional equivalent of Theorem 15 in the main text. Again, we start from lemma 16 but perform a different expansion compared to 17, due to the fact that the small parameter is k −1 here, and not B −1 .
Theorem 18. Convergence of power-aEP to NT Assume that all l i are strongly log-concave: l i (x) ∝ exp(−φ i (x)) with φ i (x) ≥ B m > 0. Further assume that φ i is slow changing in the sense that ||φ i || ∞ ≤ K 2 , ||φ with ψ p = φ p ⊗ exp(− B0 2 x 2 ), µ N T , are such that:
Proof. In this proof, we sometimes refer to equations from the demonstration of the preceding lemma.
Limit behavior in k power-aEP First of all, let's prove some limits on r new i,j , B new i,j in k power-aEP. From lemma 16, we have the following expressions for the mean and covariance of hybrid h i,j :
Cov hi,j (x) = B −1 − B −1 E hi,j (k
From the preceding demonstration's eq. (23) E hi,j [φ i (x) T φ i (x)] − E hi,j (φ i (x)) T E hi,j (φ i (x)) is bounded. We thus have that:
We will now prove that E hi,j (φ i (x)) = E q0 (φ i (x)) + O(k −1 ). Let φ m = min(φ i (x)). Assume, without loss of generality that φ m = 0: exp(−αφ i (x))dα is obtained from expanding exp(−k −1 φ i (x)) − 1 around k −1 = 0. That term can be bounded roughly, using the fact that φ i (x) ≥ 0:
The mean of this distribution is:
The claimed value for B 1 is also reached (simply summing eq. (32)), concluding our proof.
